HOW
DATING
METHODS
WORK

Consider

Don’t dismiss the Bible message just because
some scientists say the world is millions of years
old. That’s just their opinion. As you can see,
they have not actually measured the age. They
have simply selected results to agree with how
they believe the world evolved.
When you think about it, the only reliable
way of knowing the age of anything is through
an eyewitness report. That’s how you know your
age. And that is what the Bible gives us—an
eyewitness account of what happened in the
past.
The Bible also tells us about our Creator God,
why He made us, what our biggest problem is,
and how Jesus Christ solved this problem for us.
It’s hugely significant, and that is why you need
to consider it carefully.
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How it works in practice

Dating methods explained
Many people think that radioactive dating has
proved the world is millions of years old. They may
have seen the amazing equipment that scientists
use. Although they don’t understand how the
measurements are made, they believe scientists
without question.
So, when people hear that the Bible says
that God created the world in six days about
6,000 years ago, they think it’s ridiculous.
Without even checking, they assume the
book that has built our western heritage, is
just the ramblings of pre-scientific
nomads.
But, let’s pull back the curtain
to see how these scientific dating
methods really work.
Once, when explaining this
to some students, I used a glass
measuring cylinder to illustrate
what happens. My picture showed
500ml
water from a tap dripping into the
cylinder. It was clearly marked so
my audience could see that it held
exactly 300 ml of water. The diagram
400ml
also showed that the water was
dripping at a rate of 50 ml per hour.
I asked, “How long has the water
been dripping into the cylinder?”
300ml
Immediately someone called out,
“Six hours.”
“Good! How did you work that out?”
“By dividing the amount of water in
the cylinder (300 ml) by the rate (50
200ml
ml per hour).”
“Excellent,” I said. “See how easy it
is to calculate the age of something
scientifically? Every dating method
100ml
that scientists use works exactly the
same way. It involves measuring
something that is changing with
time.”
People began to relax once
they understood that the science of

Rate =
50 ml/hour

dating is not so difficult. Then I surprised them, “The
problem is that six hours is the wrong answer.”
They look puzzled and disbelieving.
“I set this experiment up and I can tell you that the
water has only been dripping for one hour. Can you
tell me what happened?”
After they had composed themselves, someone
called out, “The tap was dripping faster in the past?”
“That’s a good suggestion,” I said.
“The cylinder was nearly full when you started?”
someone else called out.
“Another good idea. But can you see what you
are doing?” I asked. “In order to calculate an age
you made assumptions about the past. It’s impossible
to calculate an age without making assumptions. You
assumed the rate had always been 50 ml per hour and
that the cylinder was empty when it started. Based on
those assumptions you calculated the time of 6 hours.”
They nodded.
“You were perfectly happy with that answer. Not one
500ml
of you challenged it.” They agreed.
“Then, when I told you the correct answer, do you
realize what you did? You quickly changed your
assumptions about the past in order to agree with the
400ml
age I told you.”
All scientific dating methods are exactly the same.
Every scientist must first make assumptions about
what happened in the past before he can calculate
an age. If the result seems okay then he will happily
300ml
accept it. But if it does not agree with other information
then he will change his assumptions so that his answer
does agree.
It does not matter if the calculated age is too old
200ml
or too young. There are always many assumptions a
scientist can change to get a consistent answer.
Suddenly the lights went on. My audience saw, in
a nutshell, the way dating methods work. Scientific
dating is not a way of measuring but a way of guessing.
100ml
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50 ml/hour
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A layer of volcanic ash in East Africa, called the KBS tuff,
became famous because of the human fossils found
nearby.1
Using the potassium-argon method, Fitch and Miller
were the first to measure the age of the tuff. Their result of
212–230 million years did not agree with the alleged ‘age’
of the fossils (elephant, pig, ape and tools) so they rejected
the date. They said the sample was
contaminated with excess argon. 2
U s i n g n ew s a m p l e s of
feldspar and pumice they
‘reliably dated’ the tuff at
2.61 million years, which
agreed nicely with what
they expected.
L a te r, t h i s d a te
was confirmed by t wo
othe r dati ng methods
(paleomagnetism and
fission tracks), and was
widely accepted.
Then Richard Leakey found a skull
(called KNM-ER 1470) below the KBS tuff,
a skull that looked far too modern to be
3 million years old.
So Curtis and others redated the KBS
tuff using selected pumice and feldspar
samples, and obtained an age of 1.82
million years. This new date agreed much better with the
appearance of the new skull. 3
Tests by other scientists using paleomagnetism and fission
tracks confirmed the lower date.
So by 1980 there was a new, remarkably concordant
date for the KBS tuff, and this became the one that was
widely accepted.
This illustrates that, contrary to popular belief, the dating
methods are not the primary way that ages are decided.
The dating methods do not lead but follow. Their results are
always ‘interpreted’ to agree with other factors, such as the
evolutionary interpretation of geology and fossils.
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